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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a new single sample face recogni
tion approach under the widely used sparse representation
based classification (SRC) framework. Previous work has
shown that SRC only works well when there are sufficien
t number of training samples per person and not suitable for
SSFR. To address this, we propose a domain transfer sparse
representation-based classification (DT-SRC) method by us
ing an auxiliary dataset to learn intra-class variations and
transferring them into the single-sample training set. Since
the auxiliary and training sets are likely captured in different
environments, we apply the dictionary learning technique to
learn a meta-space to transfer intra-class variations from the
auxiliary set to the training set. To achieve this, we mini
mize the distribution difference of these two datasets in the
meta-space so that such information can be effectively trans
ferred. We extend DT-SRC to discriminative DT-SRC (DDT
SRC) by making use of the label information samples in the
auxiliary set to exploit more discriminative information in
the learned meta-space. Experimental results on three face
benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro
posed approach.

Index Terms- Face recognition, single-sample face
recognition, sparse representation, domain transfer
1. INTRODUCTION

In some real-world applications such as e-passport and ID
card verification, there are cases that the training samples on
ly provide one image for each person since it is generally d
ifficult to collect these data multiple times. This problem is
called Single Sample Face Recognition (SSFR) in the face
recognition community. Here, it is fairly challenging to have a
discriminative model which correctly estimates the intra-class
and inter-class variations due to the lack of training samples.
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Basic idea of our proposed DT-SRC method. We
use an auxiliary set to model the intra-class variations for
SRC-based single-sample face recognition. In this figure, the
squares and circles denote face samples from the training set
and the auxiliary set, respectively. Since they are captured in
different environments, there is large distribution difference
in the original feature space. Having learned the meta-space,
they are closer to each other and the distribution difference is
significantly reduced.
Fig. 1.

The sparse representation-based classification (SRC)
method [1] is one of the most successful recognition ap
proaches in face recognition and many SRC-based face recog
nition methods have been proposed in the literature. However,
it is not suitable for the SSFR problem since it is inconsisten
t to the basic assumption of the SRC model in which given
sufficient number of samples per person in the training set,
the testing image can be represented as a sparsely linear com
bination of the training samples, and it can be recognized as
the class which yields the minimal reconstruction error. As
shown in previous work, the performance of SRC is not good
for SSFR [2], mainly because there are not enough training
samples per person to model the intra-class variations.
To make SRC applicable to SSFR, Deng et al. [2] present
ed an extended SRC (ESRC) method by modeling each test
ing image as a linear space combination of the training set and
an additional intra-class variation bases extracted from anoth
er auxiliary dataset. More recently, they also proposed a su
perposed SRC (SSRC) [3] method by using a prototype plus
variation model to improve the SRC performance for SSFR.
Yang et al. [4] proposed a sparse variation dictionary learning
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(SVDL) method by employing a large generic dataset to learn
an adaptive projection and dictionary to model the intra-class
variations. While improved performance can be obtained by
these SRC-based SSFR methods [2-4], intra-class variations
learned from the auxiliary set may be not consistent to those
of the training set because they are likely captured in differ
ent environments. Hence, these methods suffer from the vari
ations between the training dataset and the auxiliary dataset.
To tackle these challenges, we propose in this paper a domain
transfer sparse representation-based classification (DT-SRC)
to learn a sharable space for auxiliary and training set, in the
framework of SRC for SSFR. The basic idea is illustrated in
Fig. l. We apply the dictionary learning technique to learn
a meta-space by minimizing their distribution difference so
that intra-class variations learned from the auxiliary dataset
can be effectively transferred into the training set. We fur
ther extend DT-SRC to discriminative DT-SRC (DDT-SRC)
by making use of the label information of samples in the aux
iliary dataset to extract more discriminative information in the
learned meta-space. Experimental results on three benchmark
datasets show the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly review two related topics: 1) single
sample face recognition, and 2) transfer learning.
2. 1. Single-Sample Face Recognition

Existing SSFR methods can be mainly classified into two cat
egories: robust feature representation and generic discrimina
tive learning. Methods in the first category extract robust lo
cal descriptors to enlarge the margin among different persons
in the feature space. Representative methods in this category
include local binary pattern (LEP), Gabor features, and their
combinations. The second category uses an auxiliary gener
ic dataset consisting of multiple samples per person to model
the intra-class variations, which can provide more new infor
mation to the training set. However, the performance of these
methods depends heavily on the selection of the generic set
for SSFR. Moreover these methods employ the learned intra
class variations from the auxiliary generic dataset to the test
ing set directly, which is not optimal because it is still difficult
to predict the variations of the training set with single sample
per person. In many real world applications, the generic set
and the training set are usually captured in different environ
ments so that there is a large distribution gap between these
two sets. Hence an adaptive generic set is necessary. For
example, Su et al. [5] learned a Fisher's linear discriminan
t (FLD) model a generic training set. While Yang et al. [4]
performed sparse variation dictionary learning which is adap
tively and jointly learned to exploit the correlation between
gallery and training set. In this work, we propose a trans
fer learning approach using sparsity-based learning for SSFR
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so that the selection of the generic training set is not criti
cal. Deng et al. [2] is a sparsity-based face recognition mod
el which extends the SRC by modeling each testing face as a
linear space combination of the training set and the intra-class
variation bases computed from an auxiliary dataset. While it
addressed the SSFR to some extent, intra-class variations of
the auxiliary dataset cannot well represent those in the train
ing set because these two sets are usually captured in different
environments. In this work, we propose a DT-SRC method
to simultaneously learn the intra-class variations and transfer
them into the training set so that the SRC classifier is more
suitable to SSFR.
2.2. Transfer Learning

Transfer learning aims to transfer knowledge from the source
domain to the target domain due to the real nature that two
domains are of different distributions. Over the past years,
a variety of transfer learning methods have been presented.
For example, Pan et al. [6] proposed a transfer component
analysis which is a subspace learning method which reduces
the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) of labeled and un
labeled data, while also minimizing the reconstruction error
of the unlabeled data. Duan et al. [7] proposed a domain
transfer support vector machine which learns a kernel func
tion and an SVM classifier jointly. Zhang et al. [8] proposed
a transfer metric learning approach which learn a metric and
domain covariances between source and target domain based
on a unified convex formulation. Most existing transfer learn
ing methods were developed to learn a transferable feature or
model, and none of them has been used in the sparsity-based
SSFR applications.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1. Domain Transfer SRC
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iliary set, where No and NI are the number of samples of
these two sets, and d is the feature dimension of each sam
ple. Assume there are C classes in Xau and Kc samples in
the cth class, where NI = L�=l Kc and 1 -s: c -s: C. In
Xtr, xP is the single training sample of the pth person, where
1 -s: p -s: No.
We let a given test image y be represented as a linear com
bination of the training set and the intra-class variation bases
as in ESRC [2]:
y

=

xtr (3 + VtrI + Z

(1)

where Vtr is the intra-class variation for the training set, (3
and I are the representation coefficients in the training set
and the variation basis matrix, respectively, and Z E lRd is a
noise term.

Since Vtr is unknown and difficult to estimate directly
from xtr, ESRC uses va" as an alternative where it assumes
that intra-class variations can be shared across different per
sons. However, face images are usually captured under dif
ferent conditions, the variations obtained from the auxiliary
dataset are likely different from those of the training set. To
address this, we propose the following transfer learning ap
proach which aim to learn a new space, where Xa" can better
approximate xtr. Our new space is based on a dictionary D.
In the new space, given a sample y, we represent it as coeffi
cient ay, which can be obtained by the following optimization
problem:

The second term of (3) can be simplified as follows:
N

L arajSij
i,j=l
where

XtrXa,,] E ]Rdx N be the augmented data ma
Let X = [
trix which is a combination of the training set and the auxil
iary set, where N = No + N1. We aim to learn a dictionary
under which the distribution difference between the training
set and the auxiliary set is minimized so that intra-class vari
ations estimated from the auxiliary set can be transferred into
the training set. To achieve this, we formulate the following
optimization problem:

mm
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S is an affinity matrix defined as:

mm
D,A

(5)

subject to

While (5) is not convex for D and A simultaneously, it
is convex for D when A is fixed and it is also convex for A
when D is fixed. Here, we propose an alternating optimiza
tion method to iteratively optimize D and A. For a fixed D,
the optimization function can be decomposed into individual
iI -regularized least square problem for ai as follows:
N
K
j
L( llxi - Daill� + Al L Ila� ) II)
j=l
i=l

(6)
where t = 2 L;j#i Sijaj and lai I is the jth element of ai.
We use the feature sign search algorithm [10] to optimize ai
in (6).
For a fixed A, we can update the dictionary D by optimiz
ing the following objective function

mm
D

where D
and A = [
001 , ' " a ]
are
N
the learned dictionary and encoding coefficient matrix, re
spectively, Al and A2 are two parameters to balance the ef
fects of different terms. Specifically, A = [Atr Aau], where
Atr E ]RKx No and Aa" E ]RKx Nl are the sparse codes of the
samples in the training set and auxiliary set, respectively.
E RKx N

The first term in (3) is to ensure that the learned dictio
nary D can sparsely reconstruct the augmented dataset and
the reconstruction error is minimized. The second term in
(3) is to ensure that the distribution difference between the s
parse codes of the training set and those of the auxiliary set
is minimized so that the intra-class variations in the auxiliary
set can be well transferred into the training set. In our study,
the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) criterion [9] which
computes the distance between the mean of the samples from
the training set and the auxiliary set is applied, which is an
effective nonparametric similarity measure to compare two
distributions.
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Then, the objective function of (3) can be re-written as:

(3)

E RdxK

tr(

(4)

(2)
where Al is a parameter to balance these two terms in (2). We
aim to learn the dictionary D, so that the training data and the
auxiliary data have similar representation. As a result, Xtr
and Xa" can be close as much as possible.

=

IIX - DAII}
(7)

subject to

We use the conjugate gradient descent method in [11] to opti
mize D in (7).
Having learned the dictionary D, the training set Xtr and
the auxiliary set xa" are represented by Atr and Aa", respec
tively. We compute the intra-class variation matrix VA" sim
ilar to [2] in the sparse codes space Aau. Given a test image
y, we use sparse coding to transform y into ay by solving (2).
Then, the SRC-based SSFR model in (1) can be re-written as

ay

Atr f3 + vlr/' + Z
(8)

Here, VX can be approximated VA" because Atr and A are
a"
transformed into the same space with the learned dictionary

D.

Lastly, the test sample y can be classified as follows:
c =

argminri(ay)
2

(9)

where

3.2. Discriminative Domain Transfer SRC

Since DT-SRC is a unsupervised learning approach, it will be
more etlective if the label information of the samples in the
auxiliary set can be used. In this subsection, we propose a
discriminative DT-SRC (DDT-SRC) method that exploits the
label information for classification. Our DDT-SRC method is
formulated as the following optimization problem:

(11)
where W is an affinity matrix to measure the sample similar
ity, which is defined as:

Wij=

{

l, Xi and Xj are from the the auxiliary set
and they are from the same class

0,

(12)

otherwise

A3 is a parameter to balance the different contributions of d
ifferent terms in the objective function.
The third term in (11) is to ensure that if two samples
are from the same class, their sparse codes in the meta-space
should be as similar as possible. The third term in (11) can be
simplified as follows:

N
L

i,j=l

IIQi -Qjl12Wij= tr(ALAT )

= �-W, � =
Wij.

whereL

�!1

(13)

diag(51,oo·,5N) and5i

subjects whose images were collected in Session 1. Among
the 249 subjects, the first 100 subjects were selected as the
gallery set and the remaining 149 subjects were selected as
the auxiliary set used for experiments on the other datasets.
For the gallery set, face image of each subject with the frontal
pose, illumination 7 and neutral expression was selected as
the training set. Among these 100 subjects in Session I, there
are 75, 73 and 79 subjects whose images were also captured
in Sessions 2, 3 and 4 (denoted as S2, S3 and S4), respec
tively. Facial expressions in these three sessions are surprise,
smile and neutral, respectively. We selected frontal face im
ages with all the 20 illuminations as the testing set. Hence,
there are 1500, 1460 and 1580 images in the testing set for
S2, S3, and S4, respectively.
There are 13539 facial images corresponding to 1565 sub
jects in the FERET dataset. In our experiments, we follow the
standard FERET evaluation protocol [12], where five subsets
including Fa, Fb, Fc, Dup1, and Dup2 were constructed for
SSFR experiments. The Fa set contains 1196 frontal images
of 1196 subjects, one image per subject, Fb contains 1195
images of the subjects from Fa but with different facial ex
pressions, Fc contains 194 images captured under different
illuminations, Dup I contains 722 images and Dup2 contains
234 images taken in two ditlerent sessions. We took the Fa set
as the training set and the other four sets as the testing sets.
The LFW dataset contains 13233 face images of 5749
subjects collected from the web under uncontrolled condi
tions. Since this dataset was captured in unconstrained en
vironments, there are many natural variations such as pose,
illumination, expression, race, occlusion and background. In
our experiments, 158 subjects who have more than 9 distinc
t photos are selected for evaluation. For those subjects who
have more than 10 images, we selected the first 10 images for
our experiment. For each subject in this dataset, the first im
age was selected for training and the remaining were used for
testing.

Then the objective function in (11) can be re-written as
4.2. Experimental Settings

+ A3 tr

subject to

( ALAT)

IIdkl12 � 1, 1 � k � K.

(14)

Let 5'= 5 + ��L. (14) can be re-written as the same as
(5) by replacing 5 with 5'. Similar to DT-SRC, we also ap
ply an alternating optimization method to iteratively optimize
D and A by using (6) and (7), and the classification can be
performed as the same as that in DT-SRC.
4. EXPERIMENT
4. 1. Datasets

The Multi-PIE dataset was captured in four sessions with vari
ations of pose, illumination and expression. There are 249
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We manually cropped and aligned each image into 100x80
according to the eye positions for all images in the above four
datasets. In our experiments, we down-sampled each image
into 25x20 and used the raw intensity values as the feature
representation for classification I.
There are two parameters Al and A2 in DT-SRC and three
parameters AI, A2 and A3 in DDT-SRC, where Al controls the
sparsity of the representation coefficients, A2 and A3 regular
ize the etlects of ditlerent terms, respectively. In our experi
ments, we empirically fix Al = 5, A = 1000, and A3 = 0.01
2
by using the cross-validation strategy on Multi-PIE training
dataset. The number of atoms K in DT-SRC and DDT-SRC
was also required to pre-specify. In our implementations, K
was set as 200 for all datasets. We constructed the auxiliary
I Other

handcrafted features may be applied.

Table 1. Rank-l recognition rates (%) of different SSFR
methods on the Multi-PIE and FERET datasets
Method
NN
SYM
SRC [1]
ESRC [2]
SSRC [3]
SVDL [4]
DT-SRC
DDT-SRC

S2
S.I
1l.4
23.3
32.1
30.1
32.6
34.1

34.5

Multi-PIE
S3
S4
4.1
9.2
25.0
39.2
37.0
32.7
38.7

40.9

8.S
16.9
30.3
46.4
44.7
4S.2
52.0

53.8

tb
82.0
9l.9
91.3
90.1
90.0
92.S

92.7

92.2

FERET
dupl
fc
1.6
65.5
52.6
88.7
86.1
92.9
90.7

93.3

29.0
63.3
58.0
69.4
69.5
73.7
72.0

75.1

dup2
12.8
55.1
45.7
63.7
62.8

70.5

67.5
70.1

set from the Multi-PIE dataset for SSFR experiments on the
FERET and LFW datasets. Specifically, we selected 149 sub
jects (ID index from 101 to 249) from Session 1 of the Multi
PlE dataset. For each subject, we selected face images with
7 different illuminations (illumination 0, 1, 7, 13, 14, 16 and
18) and the neutral expression to construct the auxiliary set
for the FERET dataset. Hence, there are 1043 (=149x7) im
ages in the constructed auxiliary set. Since there are large
variations in face images from the LFW datasets, we includ
ed more face images with different poses from the Multi-PIE
dataset to construct the auxiliary set for the LFW dataset. Be
sides the above mentioned 1043 images, face images with 2
different poses (pose 4-0 and 5-1) and the neutral expression
were also added in the auxiliary set. To better model the pose
variation, we further flipped these images and combined them
to construct an augmented auxiliary set for SSFR experiments
on the LFW dataset. For the SSFR experiments on the Multi
PlE dataset, we selected the AR dataset [13] as the auxiliary
set, where face images captured in the first session with no
occlusion of the whole 100 subjects were selected. Hence,
there are 700 (=100x7) images in this auxiliary set.
4.3. Results and Analysis

We
compared our proposed methods with six methods which can
also address the SSFR problem, including nearest neighbor
(NN), support vector machine (SVM), SRC [1], ESRC [2],
SSRC [3], and SVDL [4]. Among these six methods, there
is no auxiliary set required for NN, SVM, and SRC, and the
other three methods such as ESRC, SSRC and SVDL need an
auxiliary set to model the intra-class variations. We imple
mented these methods ourselves except SVM and SVDL be
cause the codes of these two methods are publicly available.
For a fair comparison, we tuned the best possible parameters
for each method. There is no parameter for NN. For SVM,
the RBF kernel was selected to compute the sample similarity
and the libsvm toolbox 2 was used in our experiments. For
SRC, ESRC and SSRC, we followed the parameter setting
as suggested in the original papers [1], [2], [3], where the s
parsity parameter is set as 0.05. For SVDL, we followed the

Comparison with State-of-the-Art SSFR Methods:

2http:// www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlinllibsvm/

Cumulative match curve (CMC) of different SSFR
methods on the LFW dataset.

Fig. 2.

same settings in [4] where AI, A2 and A3 were set as 0.001,
0.001 and 0.013, and the atom number in the learned dictio
nary was set as 200, respectively. For all SRC-based meth
ods, the homotopy method [14] was employed to solve the
f!1-minimization problem due to its excellent computation
al efficiency [15]. Table 1 shows the rank-one recognition
rates of different SSFR methods on the Multi-PIE and FERET
datasets, and Fig. 2 shows the cumulative match curve (CM
C) of different SSFR methods on the LFW dataset. We see
that our proposed methods consistently outperform the other
compared methods in all four datasets. It is important to note
that while our performance in these experiments are not state
of-the-art compared to current face recognition methods, we
only used the downsampled features to easily show the effec
tiveness of our approach of exploiting auxiliary datasets for
SSFR. Fig. 3 shows two specific recognition examples where
both SRC and ESRC fail to work but our DT-SRC succeed
s. For the two given test samples in this figure, SRC cannot
sparsely reconstruct the test samples because the number of
training samples is insufficient in the training set. Since the
auxiliary set is constructed from the AR dataset and the vari
ations in the AR dataset are different from those in the Multi
PlE dataset because they are captured from different condi
tions (different illuminations and expressions), the intra-class
variations modeled from the AR dataset are not appropriate
to use for the Multi-PIE dataset directly in ESRC. Unlike SR
C and ESRC, our proposed DT-SRC successfully recognizes
the testing samples because we transferred both the training
set and the auxiliary set into a meta-space so that the intra
class variations learned from the AR dataset can be applied to
the Multi-PIE dataset.
Effect Analysis of Different Auxiliary Sets: We investi
gated the effects of using different auxiliary sets in our pro
posed DT-SRC and DDT-SRC. Table 2 shows the rank-one
recognition rate when different auxiliary sets were used for
3Parameter sensitivity detail is shown in the Supplementary Material
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Two recognition examples where both SRC and ES
RC fail to work but our DT-SRC succeeds. The first row
shows two testing face images from the S4 set of the Multi
PIE dataset. The second to fourth rows show the recognized
subjects, as well as the representation coefficients obtained
by SRC, ESRC and DT-SRC, respectively. Best view in color
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Fig. 3.

Rank-one recognition rates (%) of our proposed
methods when different auxiliary sets were used for the SSFR
experiments on the CMU Multi-PIE dataset.
Table 2.

Method

Auxiliary set

S2

S3

S4

DT-SRC
DT-SRC
DT-SRC
DDT-SRC
DDT-SRC
DDT-SRC

AR
FERET
AR+FERET
AR
FERET
AR+FERET

34.3
31.4

37.3
28.6

53.7
48.7

35.2
35.9

38.7
3l.0

54.4
50.1

37.3

38.5

39.1

40.4

C, SSRC and SVDL when the auxiliary set and the training
set are collected from different conditions.
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